Design and development of text extraction and retrieval using style of documents in web searching
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Abstract

This research focuses on study and extraction of web pages and documents are returned from google search engine. The useful task of web is to exactly match the accurate information. That information are categorized into many ways such as manual, structured, semi-structured texts and images. Query Result Records (QRR’s) is used to extract the text information from the different type of documents. Data region is used to identify the actual segmentation step and the domain of documents contains suffix and prefix. Time compared to the existing pruning and other techniques are more efficient in manner. We analyze the different type of alignments in this paper and propose a new technique for alignment retrieval to find precision and recall evaluating the retrieval performance.
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1. Introduction

Data mining refers to process of extracting hidden knowledge from the large amount of raw data. Web mining is defined as data mining techniques that automatically extract the useful information from the World Wide Web. Web contains huge amount of information’s are stored in millions and billions of pages. Web content mining contains image, audio, text and video are stored in tables, structured and unstructured data to extract the useful information to generate patterns various issues arises.

There are various existing techniques are available to download the web pages and stored in database. One of the common methods is document object model. Some of the classifications of web data extraction techniques are namely as follows. Manual extraction techniques are Minerva (Storage Systems), TSIMMIS (The Stanford-IBM Manager of Multiple Information Sources) and WebOQL. Supervised techniques are Rapier, SRV (Learner Rule), and WHISK (Highly structured to free test).

Semi-Supervised techniques are IEPAD (Information Extraction Based on Pattern Discovery) and OLERA (Online Extraction Rule Analysis). Un-Supervised techniques are Roadrunner, EXALG (Extracting Structured data from Web Pages), FIVATECH (Automatically detect scheme of website) and Trinity [11].

In recent years, the web data extraction problem has more attention and mainly focused on HTML (Hyper-Text markup Language) pages [7]. The page blocks are identified by using html parser. Dom Tree, support vector and vision based page segmentation. The vision based data extractor is classified in to vision based data record extractor and vision based data item extractor. The visual page of web page is mainly focused on font, position feature, Layout Feature, Appearance feature and content feature [10].

The three components of web page information extraction are pattern matching, rule generator and extractor. Two data extraction problems are extraction given a single list page and extraction given multiple pages. String edit distance and tree edit distance are two main techniques used to fine the template patterns in the HTML encoding strings. Web page automatic annotation consists of three phases alignment phase, annotation phase and annotation wrapper generation phase [1].

The four steps involved for web page extraction in this proposed method given as:

1) Enter a text and extract the information from the web and stored as HTML file.
2) Extract the HTML file to Text file and stored in separate domains.
3) Text item separation and data alignment of same semantic information together.
4) Generate the result from database stored in different text domains based on alignment techniques to find the precision and recall value.

The main contribution of paper are categorized as follows 1) A detailed study on web information extraction techniques 2) Discussed about the existing techniques of information extraction and alignment methods 3) proposed methods for extracting information via alignment methods 4) experimental results and discussion of performance evaluation 5) future directions are mentioned for alignment techniques. At last summarizes this paper.

2. Literature review : survey

Template Extract from Web Pages (TEW) is used to extract templates from web pages. Multiple web pages are constructed by using DOM (Document Object Model) tree and it is divided in to multiple blocks to perform hierarchical clustering to extract templates from the database to identify non-content blocks. Vision Based Page Segmentation Algorithm (VIIPS) is used to find a given input document, DOM tree is constructed, Extract Blocks, de-
tect separator, weight calculation and construct visual content structure. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used to identify the classifying of non-content blocks. Hierarchical clustering is used to find the similarity measure value of DOM tree [9]. There are two kinds of automatic page annotation search results namely tabling annotator and query based annotator [13]. The various existing methods of page annotation result is vide: A Vision based approach for Deep-Web Based extraction, on Deep Annotation, Annotating Structure data from the deep web, Data Unit Similarity, Data Content Similarity, Presentation Style Similarity, Data Type Similarity, Tag Path Similarity, Adjacency Similarity and annotation Wrapper [15].

Text Entity Alignment for methodology of entity linking is used to find surface similarity, candidate attribute and contextual similarity [14]. Information extraction of web page article model is based on web article model, visual; feature, DOM Tree structure and characteristic, page block algorithm from top to bottom. Body identification method of web article is review stage, text block, block node based on page block algorithm.

The design for identifying the web text is analyzing the characteristic of text, single pass, and web article text extraction [12]. Automatic annotation of query result from web database is classified into automatic annotation, decorative tag detector, cluster based shifting and Simple probabilistic , Tag Path(TP), Combining tag and value Similarity (CTV’S), Local interface Schema (LIS), New Combining tag and value Similarity (NCTV’S), Integrated Interface Schema(HIS) [8], [9] and [12].

Automatic annotation and wrapper generation is based on six annotators namely schema value, table, query based, frequency based, in-text prefix/suffix, common knowledge annotator. Wrapper generation, frequent item set generation [16]. The process flow of data extraction and annotation is extract data from web, alignment process for web data, finding similar data based on alignment, group the similar data into cluster and display the result in annotation wrapper [6].

Some of the data extraction tools are 2semi-automatic approach, W4F, XWRAP, World Wide Web Wrapper Factory, DEPTA [2], [4] and [5].

3. Methods

Retrieval Information with format and style of documents method, to extract the query result records (QRRs) from a query result page p.

1) Record extraction identifies the QRRs in p and involves two sub steps: data region identification and the actual segmentation step.

2) Record alignment aligns the data values of the QRRs in p into a table so that the data values for the same attribute are aligned into the same table column.

Given a query result page, the Tag Tree Construction module first constructs a tag tree for the page rooted in the <HTML> tag. Each node represents a tag in the HTML page and its children are tags enclosed inside it. Every internal node n of the tag tree has a tag string s(n), which includes the tags of n and all tags of n’s descendants and a tag path t(n), which contains the tags from the root to n.

Next, the Data Region Identification module identifies all possible data regions, which usually have dynamically generated data, approach of top down starting from the root node. Record Segmentation module is segments the identified data regions into data records according to the tag patterns in the data regions. The Data Region Merge module merges the data regions containing similar records in given the segmented data records. At last, the Query Result Section Identification module selects one of the merged data regions as the one that contains the QRRs.

Starting from the root of the query result page tag tree, data region identification algorithm is applied to a node n and recursively to its children nᵢ, i = 1 . . . m as follows:

1. Compute the similarity simᵢ of each pair of nodes nᵢ and nⱼ, i, j = 1 . . . m and i ≠ j, using the node similarity calculation method. The data region identification algorithm is recursively applied to the children of nᵢ only if it does not have any similar siblings. The recognized similar nodes with the same parent form a data region. In this step, multiple data regions may be identified.

2. Segment the data region into data records using the record segmentation algorithm. A novel three-step data alignment method is used for QRR alignment which is performed by that combines tag and value similarity.

1) Pair wise data value alignment aligns the data values in a pair of QRRs to provide the evidence for how the data values should be aligned among all QRRs.

2) Comprehensive data value alignment aligns the data values in all the QRRs.

3) Combination of data value alignment identifies the nested structures that exist in the QRRs.

3.1. Pair wise data value alignment

The Pair wise data value alignment algorithm is based on the observation that the data values belonging to the same attribute usually have the same data type and may contain similar strings, particularly since the QRRs are for the same query. For example, both QRR 1 and 2 have a real number for the Price attribute and both contain the value “Queen” for the Size attribute. Given two QRRS r₁ = {f₁₁, . . . f₁m}, where f₁i refers to the ith data value of r₁, and r₂ = {f₂₁, . . . f₂n}, we first calculate the data value similarity, S₀, between every pair of data values in r₁ and r₂ using the method.

Then, a pair wise data value alignment of the two QRRs is performed to determine whether the paired data values belong to the same attribute related to the calculated data value similarities. That means a pair wise alignment of r₁ and r₂ is composed of a set of data value alignments and each of which assumes that the corresponding data values from r₁ and r₂ belong to the same attribute. The input to the pair wise alignment algorithm is a set of QRRs r₁ and r₂ and an m × n two-dimensional similarity array S in which each element sᵢₗ contains the similarity value between fᵢ₁ and fⱼ₂. Each QRR includes two kinds of information: the text string for the iᵢ value and the tag path for the j₂ value.

If fᵢ₁ and fⱼ₂ have the same tag path means only one of the following three data value alignments is possible.

1) The first (i - 1) values of r₁ can be aligned with the first (j - 1) values of r₂ plus the data value alignment between f₁i and f₂j, which has the summing similarity score Lᵢⱼ.(i-j) + Sᵢₗ.

2) fᵢ₁ can be ignored and the first (i - 1) values of r₁ can be aligned with the first j values of r₂, which has the summing similarity score Lᵢⱼ.(i-j).

3) f₂j can be ignored and the first i values of r₁ can be aligned with the first j - 1 values of r₂, which has the summing similarity score Lᵢⱼ.(i-j).

3.2. Comprehensive data value alignment

Given the pair wise data value alignments between every pair of QRRs, the comprehensive alignment steps performs the alignment globally among all QRRs to construct a table in which all data values of the same attribute are aligned in the same table column. Instantly, if we view each data value in the QRRs as a vertex and each pair wise alignment between two data values as an edge, viewed the pair wise alignment set as an undirected graph.

As a result our comprehensive alignment problem is equivalent to that of finding connected components in an undirected graph. Each and Every connected component of the graph represents a table column inside which the connected data values from different records are aligned vertically. Even there are many efficient algorithms for finding connected components in the Graph Theory.
literature; we need to consider two application constraints that are specific to our comprehensive alignment problem.

1) Vertices from the same record are not allowed to be included in the same connected component as they are considered to come from two different attributes of the record. If two vertices from the same record breach this constraint, then a path must exist between the two, which called as breach path.

2) Connected components are not allowed to intersect each other. If C1 and C2 are two connected components, then vertices in C1 should be either all on the left side of C2 or all on the right side of C2, and vice versa (i.e., no edge in C1 cuts across C2, and no edge in C2 cuts across C1).

Accordingly, we design a 3-step algorithm for the comprehensive alignment problem. First step, we traverse the graph once by a depth-first search to discover the preliminary connected components. We also mark those components containing breach paths at the same time. Then we traverse the components containing breach paths to remove some edges so as to break the breach paths (i.e., enforcing the first constraint). At last, we use a divide-and-conquer method to identify and split up the intersecting components to enforce the second constraint.

3.3. Combination of data value alignment

Comprehensive data value alignment constrains a data value in a QRR to be aligned to at most one data value from another QRR. When a QRR includes a nested structure such that an attribute has multiple values, some of the values may not be aligned to any other values. And so, nested structure processing identifies the data values of a QRR that are generated by nested structures (i.e., the repetitive parts of a generating template).

Depending only on HTML tags to identify nested structures, such as is done by almost all existing methods, may wrongly identify a plain structure as a nested one. To solve this problem, our approach uses both the HTML tags and the data values to identify the nested structures. The nested column set C is initialized to be an empty set. For each QRR with record root node t in T, the procedure nest_column_identify is invoked to identify any nested columns in the QRR.

After all the nested columns are identified, a new row is generated by copying the remaining parts as well as the repetitive data values. The repetitive data values copy is removed from the original row. Given a node t in tag tree T, the comprehensive alignment columns and the nested column set C as input, the procedure nest_column_identify identifies all repetitive parts under t in T. This procedure is called recursively until it reaches a node that contains only one data value. Hence, nested column identification is performed from leaf nodes of T to the root.

We identify the repetitive tag pattern in its children for each node. Suppose there is a repetitive tag pattern found in t’s children, each of which contains a data value of the record. For each tag repetition p that contains data value f₁, . . ., fₙ, cp is defined to be the columns in the comprehensive alignment that contain f₁, . . ., fₙ. We now need to decide, related to the data value similarity in the columns cp, whether the repetitive tag is generated from a nested structure or it is actually a flat structure. If it is generated by a nested structure, cp is added to the nested column set C.

4. Experimental results and discussion

A new web search system is designed to search the information around World Wide Web. Here the given query is “A Guided Tour to Approximate String Matching”. It is IEEE paper topic based on this web search is done and crawl the information’s to stored in the web folder. Figure 1 shows the design of web search system and Figure 2 shows the design of web pages extraction download to web folder.

There are three categories to cover web search system namely informational queries, navigational queries, transactional queries and connectivity queries. Web crawler visits the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) and identifies the hyperlink of the page and crawls to the crawl frontier. Recursively this process is done to repeat the web pages to download until the user needs based on the input given query.

Using the HTML parsers to convert the web page into text file and stored in a separate folder. Figure 3 shows the text extraction from web folder.

Fig. 1: Web Search System.

Fig. 2: Web Page Extractions.

Fig. 3: Web Pages to Text Extraction.
For example, consider research paper title as keyword searching from various journals such as ACM, Springer, IEEE, Elsevier, VLDB, SIGMOD, Science Direct, ICDE, IJCA, ICDE, and JCS. Based on the given keyword the text is searched and displayed the probability value of given string. We assume the probability value is 5. Compared to the different alignment methods the result is identified and achieves the probability value is 4.9. Time taken to search the string is 156 mill seconds and memory taken is 159744 bytes. Figure 4 shows the result of data extraction based on tag value similarity measure using different alignment methods and the result is identified to found successful.

5. Summarization & future scope

This research is concerned with study and analysis of data extraction, data alignment methods. The retrieval method is based on data alignment techniques. The algorithm for data retrieval is based on style of documents and then developed software prototype allows retrieving the string similarity matching from the given input query. The prototype is tested with research paper title and found successful. This research work can be further extended in the following directions: journal logo matching to retrieve the documents or web pages from web.
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